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“We wanted to ensure that we had the best eSourcing tool for our 
business. Ease of use, efficiency, speed of implementation, depth of 
functionality, support – these elements were absolutely crucial; the 

benefits of having a one-stop solution were a distant second.”

Family Entertainment Company Group Procurement Manager
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Family Entertainment 
Company

A company in the entertainment industry wanted 
their procurement functions to go from good to 
great. They already had a P2P platform in place, 
but needed it to complement its other eSourcing 
tools. Ease of use, efficiency, implementation 
speed, functionality, and support were top priorities.

After going through a rigorous process of competitive market review, supplier 
due diligence, reference inquiries, and trial events, Unit4 Source-to-Contract 
by Scanmarket (S2C) was selected because of the system’s efficiency, 
user-friendliness, and quality of service. “The implementation process was 
surprisingly easy, and we were up and running our first events in a matter of 
weeks,” said the company’s eSourcing Manager.

Result
A company in the entertainment industry is now expanding their use of 
eSourcing throughout the organization and into other countries. Their diversity 
of spend is broader than ever, and the types of events running are expanding 
from the simplest of RFIs to the most complex, each time with great results.
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